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THE AMATEUR IN MEDICAL HISTORY*
IAGO GALDSTON
Clio, who has taken History under her gracious patronage, is one
of the nine pulchritudinous daughters of Zeus. Since Clio is a Greek
maiden it is fair to assume that she may be wooed and can be won.
She has many admirers and a few suitors. All these can be classed
in three groups-the dilettants, the amateurs, and the cognoscenti.
The dilettant flirts with History, the connoisseur is wedded to it, the
amateur is its Platonic lover.
To be a true connoisseur of history is a blessing bestowed upon
few. A masterly knowledge of history, and the competence to culti-
vate it with profit to the discipline, demands first of all a life of
labor and devotion and requires in addition an intelligence catholic
in its encompassment, a sympathy rich in intuitional competences,
and more than average talent in languages. Few mortals are so well
endowed, and even among these few are so placed that they can
develop their endowments. In witness of the aforegoing may I
draw to your notice the curriculum vitae of our honored friend
Sigerist, recited by him in the address of acknowledgment on the
receipt of an honorary degree from the University of Witwaters-
rand.t You will see from that, though Sigerist never intended it so,
whatittakesto make aconnoisseur of medical history. Perforce then,
most of us must reconcile ourselves to the amateur's status, hoping
that in some future life we may be better privileged. But what is
this amateur's status-and how is it to be distinguished from that of
the dilettant? The suggestive distinction of flirtation on the part
of the dilettant, and Platonic love on the part of the amateur, is
more poetical than instructive or useful. It is necessary then to dis-
tinguish the two stati more minutely, more intimately, and I propose
to attempt this by the method of characterization. How is the dilet-
tant to be described? We said he flirts with history, with medical
history in this instance. The term flirt is a happy one, for it has
many connotations, most of which are subsumed in the one-to
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trifle or to be a trifler. Nothing, to my mind, more aptly describes
the essential characteristic of the dilettant. He trifles, he sports, he
is, as the dictionary defines him, a superficial amateur. John Brown,
in his Spare Hours (First Series, p. 43), tells of the gruff reply
which the painter Opie made to adilettant who asked him, "What do
you mix your colours with?" The retort was "With brains, Sir!"
More particularly, the dilettant in medical history is not devoted to
medical history. It is rather his avocation, a pastime-stuffing for his
idle hours. It is unrelated to his life and to his work. It is his
accidental hobby, which might as well have been postage stamps or
match covers. His products, when he is productive, carry the hall-
mark of his trifling workshop. Most of his pieces are picayune,
even when they are precieuse. They are incidental, most often
trivia. Generally they are unrelated to each other, they reveal no
connecting bonds, no reigning motifs. At his best the dilettant
polishes pebbles, at his worst he paraphrases the words and thoughts
of others, strutting like a playing child in the borrowed clothes of
his elders. But that which is amusing in the child is a bore in the
diliettant, for the child avowedly plays, while the dilettant expects
us to take him in earnest. How many times have you and I been
obliged to listen to the pretentious papers of the dilettant, his every
word reminding us ofthe far superior originals from which by verbal
dilution he made his thin gruel?
Enough then, about the dilettant. What now of the amateur,
how is he to be characterized? His distinguishing mark is his
earnestness, which arises out of the compelling love whch he bears
for medical history. His is not an optative affection, to be put on
and off as convenience requires. His love is rather ever with him,
for it springs from his every-day need to know and to understand.
To the amateur, medical history is not an avocation; on the contrary,
it is rooted in his vocation. Get him tto confess how he was first
smitten, and invariably he will tell you that it was when, in a busy
hour, it dawned on him that he was deficient in knowledge and in
understanding in some particular of his work. It may have been
no more than the realization that Glisson is not the name of a
capsule, but rather that of a man, and that the man was unknown to
him. It may have been something more weighty. Some curiosity
sprung again as an offshoot of the day's work, such as the long time-
span -be(tween the discovery of the microscope and thalt of the patho-
genic organisms. Almost always, however, you will find that it was
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an intellectual curiosity that led the amateur to become a devotee
of Clio. And it is intellectual curiosity, never idle but always per-
tinent to his life and to his work, that holds the amateur in sustained
devotion. This is most luminously reflected in the writings of one
of the most distinguished amateurs of medical history, William
Osler. For this reason, too, you will find that the amateur's pro-
ductions, though spotted in many terrains, have a common character
and are tied together by his unique interests, by his distinguishing
concern. Often they reflect his growing interest and his maturing
understanding. Though incidental in their singular content, they
tend to form an organic and significant whole in their collective bulk.
Tlhere is still another and a most significant hall-mark by which the
product of the amateur can be distinguished from that of the dilet-
tant, and often, too, from that of the professional medical historian.
His works are leavened with ihis experiences. Tihey are more tem-
poral than the works of the professional, more passionate than those
of the dilettant. The reason for this is easy to appreciate, for the
works of the amateur drew their motives from troubling necessity,
from some urgent problem to which his works, happily, constitute
an answer. Like the dilettant, the amateur must borrow from the
works of others, but whereas the dilettant borrows like a spendthrift,
unmindful of his substance, the amateur borrows so that-he may gain
a profit by adding his labor to the borrowed capital.
So much then by way of delineating the characteristics of the
amateur in medical history. Now let us observe more closely the
manner in which he works, or, in accordance with the title of our
symposium, his approaches to medical history. They differ some-
what according to his native competence and his experience. During
his younger years he is most likely to be interested in simple facts,
that is in deeds, actions, performances, discoveries. In the more
advanced stage of his development he is bound to discover that
behind the facts stand personalities and that facts can betterbe under-
stood within the framework of thepersonalities they involve. In his
maturity the amateur medical historian strives not only to know, but
also to understand. He goes beyond the facts, beyond the actors,
and includes in hisstudy the stage-setting with all its major elements.
It is patent that we have here a scheme of developmental stages
and a table of ascending values. I would not have either of these
taken too rigorously. On the other hand, I am certain your experi-
ence will endorse the contention that it is simpler to establish the
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elementary facts, those thatrespond tothe queries who, what, where,
and when, than it is to delineate the plays of personality and to
gain the answers to the questions "why," and "what is the meaning
and significance of it all."
These matters merit further elaboration for they pertain most
directly to the themeofour symposium, and I crave your indulgence
if in what follows I dwell too exclusively on my own concerns in
medical history. They are advanced as the examples best known
to me. Illustrative of a problem in elementary facts, who, what,
where, and when, is a recent preoccupation of mine with the phrase
Ecclesia abhorret a sanguine-"the Church abhors blood." You will
find this phrase in many medical histories and it is generally credited
to the Council of Tours, 1163. This phrase is cited as illustrative
of the persecution of surgery by the Church, the degradation of sur-
geryduringthe Middle Agesbeingthus accounted for in part. Now
I confess to a deep suspicion that this phrase is spurious; that it is,
if you please, a Protestant libel on the Church. I have done some
little work on the problem and find no general agreement as to the
prohibition implied, or as to the Council, Pope, or Synod that
allegedly pronounced the prohibition. Thus far I have not suc-
ceeded in finding the phrase employed in any connection in any of
the many Councils implicated. I expect to be able to discover who
earliest among the writers of medical history made this charge and
cited the phrase. I shan'tbesurprised tofind him livingand writing
afterthe Reformation, and, a Protestant.
Now the mechanics ofsuch astudy, you must perceive, are simple
though the labor itself may be large. In substance, however, it
responds to the queries who, what, when, where.
Contrast with this another type of problem, one involving not
only certain elementary facts, but also one principal and possibly
many related personalities. Consider the problem presented by
Mesmer-the father of Mesmerism. The man is portrayed equiv-
ocally as charlatan or as martyr. It is not likely that he could
have been both; he may have been neither. My interpretation of
Mesmer I have committed to writing, and I will not repeat it here.
But I will sketch briefly the skeleton of the problem involved in the
analysis of his personality and of his contributions. To understand
the phenomenon of Mesmer and of Mesmerism it is necessary to
take into account his ancestry, the region of his birth and youth, the
atmosphere in which he was raised, the teachers he had, the aptitudes
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he revealed in his early years. It is significant that Mesmer was
in his formative years a student of Paracelsus, that his mother
eagerly desired him to become a priest, that he was very fond of
music and had befriended Schumann. His marriage to a wealthy
widow, for whom he appears to have had no great affection, is an
important facet of his personality. His restlessness is another.
Equally vital to the appreciation of Mesmer is a knowledge of the
age in which helived and ofthe thoughts current in that period. The
years of Mesmer were 1731-1815. The world was at this time in
an intellectual ferment and grossly materialistic, indeed, mechanistic.
The impact of Bacon, Newton, and Descartes was felt as a "terre-
mote" in all domains of thought. Cartesian philosophy, thoroughly
mechanistic, exercised as deep an influence on thought in the 17th
and 18th centuries, as Spencer's Principles did on that of the second
half of the 19th century. During this period, too, there was much
novel interest in magnetism and electricity. William Gilbert, as
you will recall, published his epoch-making work De Magnete in
1600, and set the study of magnetism and of static electricity on a
sound founda-tion. Luigi Galvani, Alessandro Volta, Von Kleist,
Benjamin Franklin, men illustrious in the history of electricity, were
all contemporaries of Mesmer. All of these factors, the tempera-
ment of the man, his early experiences, the mood and intellectual
preoccupations of his age, help us to understand Mesmer and
Mesmerism.
From this hasty articulation of what is no more than the dry
bones of the matter you can perceive at once how very different a
task it is to expound the facts within the framework of the personali-
ties affected than it is to determine what may properly be called the
depersonalized facts. It is far more difficult, and yet infinitely more
gratifying. The amateur has reached to full rank when he has
attained such competence.
Time will not permit me to dilate on the third "approach" to
medical history open to the amateur. Yet you can appreciate it
readily by compounding and multiplying the second approach, until
it embraces the many personalities and events that form an epoch.
The problems treated are of an interpretative nature, responding to
the questions why, and what does it mean? Why was the medicine
of the 18th century dominated by the system builders? What bear-
ing has the rise of clinical psychiatry during the last two centuries
upon the contemporaneous agnosticism and atheism?
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I have now come to the end of my text. I may sum up. The
approaches to medical history, like the roads to Rome, are many.
I have designated for the amateur three broad avenues, some level,
some steep. I have spoken, perhaps more disparagingly than is
warranted, of dilettantism in medical history. I can only end with
a prayer of thanks to the lovely Clio, daughter of Zeus, patron of
our devotion. May it be given us long to enjoy her favor so that
our labors may be more fruitful, and may our understanding grow
with our years.